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Coping in medieval prisons
G . G E L T N E R*

ABSTRACT.

Based on archival research in several Italian city-states, this article
examines medieval prison life, its attendant pains, and inmate coping strategies
by substantially engaging the variety of scholarship on modern incarceration.
It demonstrates the limited degree to which current hardships overlap with those of
earlier forms of captivity, and underscores the diversity of inmates’ social positions
in both eras. Medieval prisoners were marginalized, but they avoided social liminality
(a major present-day risk) largely thanks to their visibility, accessibility, and frequent
interaction with free society.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Modern incarceration is a complex penal measure. Losing one’s freedom
is only one of many hardships, which range from material poverty and
increased exposure to violence and substance abuse, to the deprivation
of normative sexual relations, autonomy, and security, to the severing
of social ties. Sociologist Gresham Sykes, in his pioneering study of US
prison life, deﬁned and explicated these ‘pains of imprisonment ’, and
argued that they dynamize the society of captives ‘as a system of action ’.1
Sykes’s followers have since reﬁned his methodology and conclusions,
demonstrating that the pains of incarceration and inmate responses to
them vary enormously, not only between institutions but also among
individuals and throughout their particular prison careers.2
Diversity of pains cuts across eras as well. For instance, strict routines
are a hallmark of modern ‘total ’ institutions, where ‘power is articulated
directly onto time ’.3 This is especially true for those inmates who, prior to
their internment or institutionalization, led an uninhibited lifestyle, and
for whom the regimentation of time may be the source of great distress.
Medieval inmates, on the other hand, had no formal daily schedule.
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Further, although medieval prisons’ punitive function was often greater
than is commonly recognized, they mostly served as places of detainment
and for the coercion of debtors. Accordingly, such facilities tended to
be small, lengths of incarceration there brief, and the inmates’ socioeconomic background (especially in the case of debtors) average rather
than low, in sharp contrast to present-day realities.4
Yet perhaps the greatest and most telling diﬀerence between modern
prisons and their medieval predecessors is the degree to which the latter’s
residents remained integrated with free society. For in contrast to the
present ruralization of penitentiaries or the attempt to camouﬂage them as
downtown oﬃce buildings, medieval prisons served as proud symbols
of a polity’s autonomy and as such featured prominently in the civic
landscape. As cogs in local machineries of justice, these facilities could
constitute independent buildings like Florence’s Le Stinche, London’s
Fleet, and Paris’s Châtelet, or (more commonly) occupied wings within
government compounds such as the Italian palazzo comunale or the
German Rathaus. In either case they were wont to be physically central
spaces which habitually ﬂanked the city’s main political square.5
Prisons’ central location deeply aﬀected their inmates’ welfare, for even
in the commotion of urban life prisoners were hard to ignore: the parish
church of San Simone in Florence ﬂanked Le Stinche’s southern wall ; in
Bologna, ﬁfteen artisans and merchants rented shops near the lower
prison ; a high mortality rate among Sienese inmates and the squalor of
the existing facilities moved several citizens to petition for a new prison ;
and in 1395 a certain Gaillart took pity on a desolate woman thrown into
the king’s prison in Le Puy, France, on the charge of murder. After failing
to convince the jailer to better her conditions, Gaillart, accompanied by a
group of local men, stormed the place, dragged the jailer outside, and
severely beat him.6 The public eye was always watchful.
Visibility, moreover, was accompanied by accessibility. Basic arrangements of medieval prison life relied on routine external support, so much
so that there was no formal restriction on importing personal items such
as candles, bedding, and writing materials : if there was a black market in
medieval prisons, nowhere does it emerge from the available sources.
Indeed, such contraband would have been nearly impossible to monitor
given the volume of human traﬃc pouring into and out of these
facilities. Public oﬃcials, clergymen, friars, confraternity members,
lawyers, notaries, businessmen, creditors, service givers, and family
members – all encountered inmates on a daily basis.7
Incarceration in the middle ages, in ﬁne, was only a semi-exclusive – and
ipso facto a semi-inclusive – measure. Medieval prisons were not total but
‘proto-total ’ institutions, and their inmates were marginal, not liminal
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ﬁgures ; that is, they were perched between social exclusion and inclusion,
not written out of social memory.8 The distinction is signiﬁcant: unlike
liminals, marginals are essential for the maintenance of social cohesion
since they deﬁne a group’s border between normality and deviancy.9 In
other words, marginals and deviants play an active role in society, while
liminals forget and are forgotten by it. This palpable diﬀerence is borne
out by comparing medieval to modern inmates.
All this is not to dismiss the conclusions, let alone the methodologies,
of modern prison observers. Quite the contrary : the present article
underscores the relevance of modern sociology and psychology, forensic
psychiatry, corrections literature, and autobiographical accounts to the
historical investigation of pre-modern, proto-total institutions. To do
so, I ﬁrst survey medieval inmates’ characteristic pains and available
responses, and then move to explore prisoner violence and dissidence as
particular strategies of coping, and the degree to which such activities
were allowed by the staﬀ. Next, by focusing on the role of inmates’ access
to the outside world (and vice versa), I argue that the distinction between
social marginality and liminality characterizes the medieval and modern
prison experiences, respectively. It is the social accountability attendant
upon marginality that underlies the relative tolerability of medieval
prison life.
I I.

P A I N S, D I V E R S I O N S, R E S P O N S E S

Although both a rigid routine and its total absence can create monotony,
sheer boredom seems to have been medieval inmates’ share. Broadly
speaking, these men, women, and (occasionally) children had scarce
access to either labour or formal programming. Their diversions, moreover, were scarce : reading material was hard to come by, space for
recreational activities limited, alcohol mostly prohibited, drugs nonexistent, and prostitutes rare. Financial and legal aﬀairs could occupy
some of a prisoner’s time, but these would soon be ﬁnished and seldom
guaranteed even an occasional leave. Begging outside the prison walls to
help pay for one’s incarceration (as was the norm in this period) was only
intermittently allowed, even before the practice was abandoned in favour
of employing penitential friars. There were, to be sure, daily masses and
bread distributions, weekly sermons and inspections, and the city’s liturgical cycle, which the inmates could follow – albeit vicariously – during
major feasts or victories. But all these only brieﬂy interrupted an
otherwise humdrum existence.
Prison life, then as now, was a struggle, and in facing their predicaments
medieval inmates had limited options. The few who could read and wrote.
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At Le Stinche, Florence’s municipal prison founded c. 1300, literate
prisoners could occasionally earn some money by copying manuscripts
and account-books. Others wrote about their personal experiences. Ser
Jacopo del Pecora of Montepulciano, who in 1395 had already been
imprisoned at Le Stinche for ﬁfteen years, composed letters and poetry
in terza rima. While incarcerated in the Sienese prisons, the burlesque
poet Burchiello (1404–49) wrote, ‘I have no water except for the roof
drops, / Nor the sun if it is not checkered. / I can’t have bread unless of
aﬄiction ; / If I was ever happy, let evil kill me. ’ The satirist Dino di Tura,
who in 1343 languished for several months at Le Stinche, wryly declared
that ‘the prison is the best place in the world … its doors are open to
anyone ’. And Adoardus de Assisi, vicar to the papal legate in Bologna,
where he was imprisoned in 1362, describes a fate worse than death :
‘Since Fortune so / Cruelly cast me down, / I pray to you, Death,
earnestly, / To end these sorry tears.’ But, to repeat, these are rare
exceptions : inmates seldom recorded life in captivity.10
Observations by outsiders are equally scarce but no less illuminating.
A Dominican friar passing through Venice in 1484 noted, not without
wishful thinking, that local inmates were perfectly divided along external
social fault-lines, with their attendant pursuits : the merchants played and
received visitors, the artisans plied their trades, and the poor cried for
mercy.11 Venetian prisoners also passed their time decorating their cells
with graﬃti : they carved day-charts, composed lamentations and prayers,
recorded deaths, and occasionally drew objects such as buildings, ships,
and human ﬁgures (see Figure 1).12
Physical remains and written accounts reveal that apart from such
relatively harmless pastimes, inmates also pursued a range of forbidden
activities. They blasphemed and sang dirty songs, struck up illicit conversations with female inmates, conspired to escape, and plotted revenge
against personal enemies or the government. Some of them engaged – and
at times forced others to engage – in homosexual or heterosexual intercourse.13
Yet by far the most common distraction among inmates seems to have
been gambling, an activity banned due to its potential for accruing further
debt, its association with violence, and, no less importantly, its blasphemous nature. Gambling may have been popular for any number of
reasons. It was easily arranged and dissolved, it created an immediate
diversion, and it promised (falsely, for the most part) to improve one’s
inﬂuence and material conditions. But perhaps the main attraction of
gambling was its familiarity as a common and equally abhorred activity in
the free world : however brieﬂy, gambling transported its practitioners
into pseudo-liberty.14
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F I G U R E 1. Inmate graﬃti from the Pozzi prison, Venice (undated). (Photo by the author,
by permission of the Director of the Musei Civici di Venezia.)

Physical harassment was prevalent as well. Responding to repeated
cases of aggression at Le Stinche, the Florentine magistrates ordered in
1355 that any inmate who injured another was to be ﬁned and forced to
pay the condemnation within eight days, or else have an arm amputated.15
Even if the regulation was enforced, however, its deterring power was
weak. For inmates turned on one another all the same : a day after Biagio
di Filippo struck Ubicino di Gentile ‘with an empty hand ’, the latter
retaliated by stabbing Biagio with a knife ; Naso di Baldo of San Felice
confessed to a sexual assault ; Jacopo di Giovanni injured Giovanni di
Lapo by turning his bed over while the latter was sleeping ; and so it goes.16
It is against this background that we can perhaps begin to understand the
fear of a young Venetian named Marco, who volunteered to remain three
years behind oars in the galleys rather than spend six months behind
bars.17 But evasion was unlikely, making recourse to violence and other
forms of dissidence a more pertinent coping strategy.
I I I.

VIOLENCE AND DISSIDENCE

Interpretations of modern inmate violence – physical, sexual, verbal, and
emotional – abound. And whether it is seen as a sinister aspect of an
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indigenous culture or as another arena for ensuing struggles outside the
prison walls, such activity is commonly agreed to be endemic.18 Our
documents lack much of the circumstantial data that would facilitate a
responsible investigation of medieval prison violence, at least by modern
sociological criteria. The succinct descriptions of such incidents and the
murky biographies of ordinary inmates preclude geographical or socioeconomic proﬁling of either victims or assailants. A prisoner’s age, for
instance, commonly thought today to inﬂuence aggressive behaviour,
is rarely documented in the extant sources. Paucity of information likewise prevents any meaningful estimate of the relations between violent
behaviour and the length of an inmate’s sentence, the time elapsed from
one’s arrest, or one’s potential proximity to release.
One pattern that does emerge, however, is that violence was concentrated almost exclusively within the inmate community. Only on rare
occasions, such as during mass riots (usually instigated in the context of
external political turmoil), did prisoners assault staﬀ. On 20 August 1322,
the Bolognese prison guards lost control over some armed inmates, who
forcefully broke the prison gate, and in the upheaval precipitating the
expulsion of the Duke of Athens from Florence in 1343, inmates trashed
Le Stinche and, shrewdly, destroyed its archive. In neither case, however,
were personnel severely injured.19
That said, whether or not prisoners perceived themselves as locked in a
perennial struggle with their captors is entirely a diﬀerent matter.
Animosity between inmates and staﬀ today is diﬃcult to overstate, yet
seldom does it escalate into open physical conﬂict. This, in turn, is
contingent upon the prison’s highly controlled environment and the
potential repercussions – personal and collective – of such acts. Still, even
in the relatively loose environment of medieval prisons, with their open
wards and a low guard/inmate ratio, the former were hardly ever hurt.
Moreover, there is no record of staﬀ ever being taken hostage or of their
featuring as anything but indirect casualties of inmate aggression. This
benign neglect was probably intentional, as is argued below, since it
facilitated a common coping strategy among inmates, namely, collusion
with personnel.
To judge by the multiplying regulations of medieval prisons, inmate
dissidence was rising throughout the fourteenth century. In 1349, for
instance, the supervisors of Le Stinche were charged with investigating
gambling and drinking as typical violations. Yet by 1366 the list of
potential oﬀences, as related twice annually in the supervisors’ charter,
already speciﬁed swearing and blasphemy, prostitution, entry into the
women’s ward, sodomy, illicit contacts with the outside world, and
general disregard for prison regulations, including brawling, extortion,
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T ABLE 1
Reported inmate infractions at Le Stinche, Florence (1366–1377)

1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377

Brawling

Assault

Gambling

Blasphemy

Sodomy

Total

0
0
6
0
1
2
4
2
0
1
0
0

1
0
3
3
3
0
10
11
0
0
0
0

0
1
3
0
2
2
13
4
1
8
0
2

0
1
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
16
3
6
4
28
17
1
10
0
2

Source: State Archives of Florence, Atti dell’Escutore degli Ordinamenti di Giustizia 129,
148, 156, 269, 280, 298, 314, 324, 333, 350, 365, 373, 389, 407, 416, 429, 442, 454, 477, 489,
501, 515, 535, 538, 540, 573, 575, 589–90, 609, 631, 633, 647, 658, 663, 674–5, 678, 690, 698,
712, 715, 725, 728, 741, 744, 754, 763, 770, 785, 788, 790, 826, 830, 852, 874, 890, 909, 922,
939, 955, 965, 980, 985, 997, 1002, 1011, 1015–16, 1022, 1026, 1037, 1064, 1081, 1082, 1095,
1097, 1099, 1111, 1115, 1129, 1133, 1147, 1149, 1161, 1175, 1185, 1188, 1204, 1222, 1224,
1226, 1245, 1293, 1310, 1312, 1320, 1327–9, 1343–4, 1354–5, 1370, 1373, 1401, 1417.

and physical assault.20 In 1400 the charter further underscored the
aggressive behaviour of inmates, who ‘ with angry heart and evil intention
[instigate] many and various brawls, disturbances, and attacks, whether
with their bare hands or armed with iron, namely, by striking and injuring
one another ’.21 Whatever relation such statements bear to prison realities,
it is safe to say that inmate dissidence and violence were becoming major
concerns.
Partly in response to inmate behaviour, Le Stinche’s supervisors were
obligated to frequent the prison weekly and conduct interviews with representatives of each ward. While potentially a rich source for assessing
inmate infractions and coping strategies, the 108 extant protocols of these
visitations, covering the years 1350–1400, are disarmingly silent. Their full
examination yielded the results in Table 1. So far as I know, this is a
complete list of the consultable inquests for the period. The witnesses
distinguished between a simultaneous brawl (‘ rissa ’) and a unilateral
assault (‘ percussio ’), even when the latter was followed by a counterassault. With one exception (1099, fol. 13v [11 June 1389]), violent offenses involved male inmates only. Gambling necessarily engaged at least
two prisoners, but often involved multiple participants.
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The immediate impression is one of massive underreporting, a problem
familiar to any modern student of total institutions.22 Only 25 per cent of
the extant registers (27 out of 108) document any inmate misconduct :
there are no reports of violations between 1350–1365, 1378–1384, and
1391–1400. However, underreporting in this case is not argued solely
ex silentio. It is highly unlikely that during a period in which reported
infractions were absent (1349–1366), the number of potential infractions
to be investigated by the prison’s supervisors (as related in their charter)
grew due to mere speculations about what went on behind Le Stinche’s
walls. A plausible, if partial, explanation for such discretion is collusion
among inmates and, no less importantly, between inmates and guards.
That inmates wished to avoid further sanctions while still incarcerated
is obvious enough. Yet the staﬀ’s silent compliance is equally understandable. After all, the supervisors focused on the captors’ behaviour just
as much as on the captives’, if not more so. At Lucca, for instance, urban
magistrates insisted on monitoring wardens’ conduct and the proper
exaction of fees, ‘lest inmates be burdened beyond what is meet and
due, or some extortion, intolerable iniquity, or injustice be inﬂicted
upon them ’.23 Furthermore, many of the prisoners’ infractions, once
discovered, would implicate their guards – if not by the latter’s active
cooperation then at least through their negligence. Le Stinche was divided
into several large wards, all of which were observable from a central court
and a watchtower.24 In other words, inmates substantially relied on the
guards’ turning a blind eye to their illicit pastimes, above all gambling but
also sexual intercourse and the personal settlement of disputes. In the case
of importing prostitutes, staﬀ were no doubt instrumental ; in 1369, for
instance, Le Stinche’s deputy chamberlain was ﬁned 5 lire for allowing an
‘unauthorized woman ’ to enter the compound, probably a euphemism for
a prostitute’s visit.25 And there were other occasions of equally blatant
infractions facilitated by staﬀ elsewhere : Venetian guards abused the
inmates’ unique privilege to purchase duty-free wine, which they apparently sold oﬀ ; their Parmese colleagues were repeatedly warned against
‘escorting ’ inmates to local taverns; and at least one Luccan warden
pocketed the diﬀerence between the formal fees and those which he
exacted.26 In 1306, for unstated reasons, the Modenese guards broke out
of prison along with the inmates.27
Like their modern counterparts, inmates and staﬀ in the middle ages
had a major incentive to keep the reporting of infractions to a minimum.
But the similarity ends here. For in implicit return for their cooperation,
medieval guards and prison employees enjoyed a lack of hostility from
inmates that would be unimaginable today. For not only were personnel
rarely victimized despite their relatively low numbers and vulnerability,
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but they could also rely on the inmates’ silence regarding their own illicit
activities. Only a single complaint against staﬀ abuse can be gleaned from
Le Stinche’s available records, when four inmates denounced the prison
treasurer for allegedly miscalculating the fees they owed.28 Otherwise,
most staﬀ violations emerge in the context of escapes, and it is small
wonder that urban statutes commonly held staﬀ guilty in such events, and
not merely by association.29 In ﬁne, the seemingly high number of infractions reported above for the years 1368, 1372, and 1373 is not necessarily
anomalous. Indeed, it is likely that these ﬁgures approximate and perhaps
even underestimate the typical rate of infractions.
I V.

DISSIDENCE AND IDENTITY

If medieval prison violence diﬀers from parallel modern phenomena in
being almost exclusively intra-inmate, the two still share some common
features. For instance, in both periods violence created and aﬃrmed
identities and status roles. A tale by Franco Sacchetti (d. c. 1400) relates
the case of a Florentine judge, who, unable to pay a certain ﬁne, was
imprisoned at Le Stinche. The newcomer was greeted by a veteran inmate,
Massaleo degli Albizzi, facetiously described as ‘ a new man with many
new indulgences ’. Massaleo looked after the judge, invited him to share
his dinner, and, observing that his protégé had yet to arrange for a bed,
oﬀered to make room in his own – a proposal which the judge, rather
unwisely, accepted. During his ﬁrst night in prison, the ‘ﬁsh ’ was torn
from his sleep by Massaleo’s intimate stroking:
‘But, what are you doing to it ?’
‘Forgive me, I thought it was mine!’

The incident became the cause of much laughter, and the story concludes
as the judge, having forgiven his friend’s ‘innocent mistake ’, ﬁnds a new
bed to sleep in.30
Behind the tale’s homoerotic humour lie the emotional distress and the
unnerving realities of prison life : a new place, with new social rules. The
protagonist’s ordeal is reminiscent of a common rite of passage, still
prevalent in prisons today.31 Its purpose was simple and its timing precise.
As Sacchetti put it, in molesting his guest Massaleo was moved ‘ more by
indulgence than by vice ’. Perhaps, then, the veteran inmate was testing the
newcomer in order to impose status divisions (patron/protégé) and allocate sexual roles (superordinate/subordinate ; active/passive). Whatever
the case may be, modern prison observers and inmates would agree that
the judge’s response was crucial in shaping his prison career.32 Had he
allowed himself to be terrorized into homosexual intercourse, for instance,
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he would have been branded as weak – by all accounts a ruinous tag in
prison : regardless of his status outside the walls, any claim he might have
had to authority would have vanished. In his instinctive naı̈veté the judge
seems to have avoided a miserable existence by a hair’s breadth.
The judge’s response came at a price, though. The tale’s conclusion
reveals, casually but unmistakably, a tragic aftermath. The protagonist is
henceforth described as ‘a possessed man ’ – an expression suggesting a
drastic mental deterioration. The story ends on this very note, employing
the past tense to underscore how the judge permanently occupied his new
bed : ‘and in that [bed], while he remained in prison, he slept ’.33 Such
reactions were not rare, at least as literary tropes. In another prison tale
set in 1410, the protagonist is described as ‘dozy on account of the
melancholy and discomfort [or embarrassment] of being in prison ’.34 Mild
depression and other forms of emotional withdrawal such as constant
sleeping are recognized today as characteristic (albeit reversible) behaviours of newly arrived inmates, and this may have been the import of the
above descriptions.35 Thus, such tales capture key dimensions of the
violent encounter with prison life, underscored by mental solitude and
social disconnection among inmates whom present-day observers have
variously described as ‘little islands in a dead sea ’ or ‘atoms interacting in
confusion ’.36
Violence or its threat was instrumental in creating or reaﬃrming
identity, status, and sexual roles. In this sense, medieval inmates and their
free contemporaries shared similar cultural values. For physical brutality
permeated late-medieval urban society, with its proclivity to violence and
vendetta.37 As in the world at large, aggression in prison and the general
violation of its rules were ways to contest public order. As such these
behavioural patterns can be viewed as part of a more or less implicit
daily struggle against oﬃcialdom : an attempt to assert oneself, emerge
from anonymity, and ‘beat the system ’. However, it is also plausible
that alongside this species of political consciousness, violence and the
infraction of prison rules were underwritten by boredom.
V. S E M I - E X C L U S I V E N E S S / S E M I - I N C L U S I V E N E S S

Judging from the available data from Le Stinche’s records, it seems that
the supervisors’ charter serves as a better barometer of inmate dissidence
than the actual reports it prefaced. Still – to push the metaphor a little
further – no storm was in sight, for the mercury’s rate of decline remained
slow. As mentioned, the tumultuous annals of fourteenth-century Italy
contain not a single instance in which urban rulers repressed an inmate
riot independently of external political unrest. Considering their prisons’
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small staﬀs and physical permeability, urban magistrates were fairly
successful in reducing the risk of concerted inmate violence. To do so they
employed two methods, however unconsciously or unsystematically. The
ﬁrst was to dissociate prison personnel from the execution of corporal
punishments or legal torture.38 However, such a policy was not universal :
Bolognese prison guards could augment their salaries by ﬂogging convicts
and by carrying out dismemberments and even capital punishments; in
Arras, a hangman was a permanent and rather busy member of the prison
staﬀ.39
But a second, more common, and probably more eﬃcient method to
avoid incurring the inmates’ wrath was to create a suﬃciently tolerable
environment – and what partly rendered medieval incarceration tolerable
was the prisoners’ maintenance of ties with the outside world. The human
ebb and ﬂow of prisons was not the fruit of neglect, oversight, or
corruption ; it was essential to the prison’s routine. In the absence of
a kitchen, as was the case in Florence and Venice, families, charitable
individuals, and confraternity oﬃcials fed the inmates regularly. In
Bologna, where meals were available but costly, poor prisoners had to rely
on a lay friar for their daily bread. Family members and other individuals
could oﬀer medical and legal aid, at least prior to the foundation of sickrooms and the nomination of public advocates. In Florence, arguably the
most self-suﬃcient of medieval prisons, mass was held regularly at the
internal chapel, but elsewhere communion and confession depended on
visiting friars and priests. The inmates and staﬀ’s reliance on a constant
interaction with the outside world meant that access to prisoners was
monitored but not restricted ; only under exceptional circumstances did
inmates resort to pleading for visitation rights.40
Among the pains of modern imprisonment, severing the ties with the
outside world is widely considered not only the harshest but also the most
deleterious for both the prisoner and his or her family. Conversely, social
psychologists have emphasized time and again the negative relation
between the availability of outside contact and inmate violations of the
prison’s behavioural code.41 North American convicts today are eligible
on average for one monthly visit that lasts thirty minutes – provided, of
course, that they maintain their visiting privileges and that their families
can aﬀord the long and often costly trip.42 Accordingly, and given the
sometimes extortionate rates of obligatory reversed-charge calls from
prison, a convict’s main (and apart from his or her TV set, often sole)
representative of the free world is the guard, who in a sense is no less a
prisoner. The outcome, it is argued, is a polarized and antagonistic view of
society, which for many is translated into an obstacle to reintegration and
a catalyst for antisocial prison behaviour. Prison reformers have thus
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reiterated the need to liberalize visitation procedures and increase the
inmates’ exposure to members of society at large, including, in the case of
male convicts, women. By contrast, medieval incarceration was premised
on regular access to the outside world.43
Not all modern studies conclude in favour of convicts’ maintaining
intimate ties with the extramural world or increasing their exposure to it.
Yet if it is not a panacea for recidivism, there is a growing consensus that
structured engagement with free society, as part of ‘meaningful daytime
activity ’, is likely to reduce the pains of imprisonment, curb antisocial
behaviour in prison, and facilitate a smoother transition into life at
large.44 As we have seen, the semi-inclusive nature of medieval incarceration obviated total social seclusion. And while the permeable walls of
medieval institutions did not necessarily reduce violence within and crime
outside, at least they enabled prisoners to remain in daily touch with their
families, friends, spiritual guides, and professional associates. True, there
were certain negative, even dangerous, ramiﬁcations to such access, from
smuggling weapons to traﬃcking prostitutes to potential threats against
convicts’ antagonists on the outside ; it is also worth considering that an
inmate’s proximity and access to his or her family and friends may have
exacerbated, rather than diminished, the distress of separation. Still, as
I now move to show, the advantages of outside access appear to have
outweighed its shortcomings.
V I. G A U G I N G T O L E R A B I L I T Y

Modern scholars employ three basic parameters to evaluate the relative
tolerability or harshness of the prison environment : average periods of
captivity, inmate mortality (whether from disease, injury, or, especially,
suicide), and the frequency of escapes.45
By and large, most late-medieval inmates left the prison behind after
paying their imposed ﬁne or debt or having completed their original or
modiﬁed sentences, which were relatively brief. According to the extant
registers of Le Stinche from the second half of the fourteenth century,
between 38 and 53 per cent of the inmates were released within six
months. Of those whose incarceration crossed into the next administrative
term, between 70 and 82 per cent were set free within the next six months
(see Figure 2). Notwithstanding the lower life expectancies of medieval
urban populations, these typical durations fall short of modern criminologists’ deﬁnition of long-term imprisonment, currently averaging two
and a half years.46
Deaths in prison were fairly infrequent. And were it not for famine,
plagues, and political altercations – and these were rampant in the
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F I G U R E 2. Periods of incarceration at Le Stinche (1347–1396). (Source: State Archives of
Florence, SS Car. 82–5, 88–91.)

fourteenth century – the number of inmates who died while incarcerated
would have been lower still. The ﬁgure of 60 mortalities within two years
cited in 1327 by the petitioners for a new prison in Siena is anomalous, as
is the reported loss of 22 inmates there during January and February
1340.47 By contrast, between 1332 and 1387 only 7 prisoners are reported
to have died at Venice ; the ﬁrst wave of the Black Death (1347–1348),
which decimated Europe’s population within several months, struck
down a mere 25 of Le Stinche’s inmates and, during a less eventful
semester, that prison’s notary reported a total of 3 deaths.48 Most importantly, there is no indication that any of these casualties was the result
of suicide or self-injury. And although such incidents were periodically
reported in England and France,49 they never approached their startling
current rates of at least ﬁve times higher than in free society.50
At ﬁrst blush, escapes were surprisingly infrequent. The poet Francesco
Berni (1497/8–1535) would have us believe that the late-medieval prison
was literally a ‘ factory ’ for escapes: ‘There you can hear the noise of
hammers, / Of picks, and of beams [working] to send / Free anyone into
this place or the other. ’51 The description is apt, considering that prison
walls were usually weak, low, and poorly guarded. Moreover, as we have
seen, access to the outside world was frequent and the personnel were
notoriously corruptible : the threat of an enormous ﬁne for aiding an
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escape often proved to be an insuﬃcient deterrent for these modestly paid
oﬃcials. Given all this, escape attempts were strikingly rare : virtually no
escapes are recorded at the Arras prison in the ﬁrst half of the fourteenth
century ; in Florence, only seven escapes took place between 1299 and
1344 ; and in Venice, for which our records are fuller than elsewhere on the
matter, a mere thirteen failed and successful attempts are recorded for the
period between 1316 and 1393.52
Such relatively low rates were due in part to the inmate’s options once
outside. A successful escape only begins by leaving the prison ; how to
survive beyond its walls is a diﬀerent challenge altogether. The anonymity
of the modern metropolis, the availability of transportation, and
easy access to long-distance communications were not characteristic of
medieval urban centres. A convict on the run had to remain in hiding – an
near-impossible feat given the scale of even the largest medieval city – or
else ﬂee – a choice that was impractical for men without considerable
means. More than today, life on the run in the middle ages meant a
very precarious freedom, and few were willing or able to make this
sacriﬁce. Berni’s verses, in short, were an exercise in wishful thinking: the
prison’s invisible walls were a more powerful deterrent than its physical
ones.53
But while an inmate’s limited chances of survival on the outside
may have acted as a deterring force, the tolerability of medieval prison life
was no less instrumental. To borrow a term from modern demography,
there was little to ‘push ’ or to ‘pull ’ the prisoner from his or her cell :
social ties with the outside world were substantial, conditions at least
temporarily bearable, and liberty often at hand. Strategies for coping
in prison were premised on these expectations. Although violence appears
to have been common in its various forms, the inmates’ greatest suﬀering
seems to have been boredom, a predicament conveniently met by
gambling, the most widely documented infraction of medieval prison
regulations.
V I I.

CONCLUSION

The semi-inclusive character of medieval prison life, however unintended,
had various implications. Chief among these, at least in terms of the
inmates’ welfare, was the maintenance of ties with the outside world.
Prisoners situated at the physical centre of the city, within earshot of
government oﬃcials, neighbours, friends, and relatives, and in constant
interaction with them, could expect a reasonable degree of protection
from major abuses. But access to free society (including formal supervision) alleviated only some pains of imprisonment ; others, such as
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intra-inmate violence, general boredom, and poverty remained inherent in
this proto-total institution, with its crowded wards, corruptible staﬀ, and
lack of structured time.
Inmates sought to alleviate their pains through a range of banned
pursuits. Notable among these was gambling, whose ﬂexibility and
familiarity accommodated many of the constraints of clandestine prison
activities. At the same time, there is ample evidence of inmate violence and
sexual promiscuity, all of which served diﬀerent functions in diﬀerent
contexts. Sexual molestation, for instance, could have created or reaﬃrmed status (as when an inmate ﬁrst walked into a new ward), but it
could equally have provided a distraction from monotony.
In pursuing and concealing these forbidden pleasures, inmates were
occasionally aided by the prison staﬀ. The rationale for such collusion has
been hypothesized above as one involving a correlation between the
interests of captors and captives. This overlap, in turn, may help explain
the massive underreporting of infractions of rules to the prison’s supervisors and the near-total lack of complaints by inmates about guards.
Thus, despite its relative openness to the ouside world, the medieval
prison community jointly perpetuated a culture of deception in order to
maintain certain release-valves for the beneﬁt of both inmates and staﬀ.
This equilibrium between accessibility and deception, alongside the
inmates’ relatively short periods of incarceration, allowed prison life in
the middle ages to be a tolerable experience by the inmates’ own criteria
and certainly by modern estimates.
The disparity between medieval and modern prison experiences should
not diminish or distract us from the attempt to understand the former in
the latter’s terms, as I hope to have shown. On the other hand, making
presentist arguments on the basis of medieval (and often incommensurable) evidence is riskier. What this study can oﬀer historians, penologists,
and sociologists of the modern prison concerns the relation between
inmate coping and social accountability, speciﬁcally how the latter’s
presence or absence may determine whether convicts (and institutionalized deviants generally) become marginal or altogether liminal people.
The distinction is not merely semantic, since it carries major implications
for inmates’ adaptation to prison life and their capacity for readjustment
once at large.
As I noted previously, the key diﬀerence between marginal and liminal
people is that the former are perched between social exclusion and
inclusion, while the latter are written out of social memory, even if
temporarily.54 ‘Being remembered ’ – that is, being treated as a member of
a given society – is accompanied by certain expectations. It is thus no
coincidence that among modern inmates’ greatest anxieties is to feel
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unimportant : bored and unproductive, lacking inﬂuence and dignity.55
In a sense, their fear is of being pushed from marginality into liminality,
of being warehoused and then forgotten.56 Medieval inmates’ relative
visibility and accessibility seem to have rendered such a process unlikely,
above all since inmates’ presence promoted accountability among the
extramural society.
Accountability cut both ways. Modern sociologists tend to agree that
‘prisonization ’, or the process of conforming to the alternative world
of the prison, is, paradoxically, detrimental to an inmate’s successful reintegration into society.57 As one prison reformer famously put it, ‘You
cannot train a man for freedom under conditions of captivity. ’58 Infusing
the prison environment with external norms, whether through involving
local residents in prison programming, opening local labour markets to
inmates, or founding facilities largely based on a multifaceted interaction
with the outside world, is widely considered to be eﬀective in reducing
prisonization and conducive to reintegration.59 To be sure, such initiatives
apply only to certain inmates and communities, and it seems that,
given the compartmentalization of modern metropolises, beneﬁcial and
well-monitored access is mostly possible among medium-scale rural
communities.60 Nonetheless, the steady ruralization of prisons, especially
in the US (but increasingly in Britain and elsewhere), fails to meet
the desired standards of their location,61 a prerequisite for accessibility,
interaction, and the espousal of accountability. These are crucial factors
if modern inmates are to remain marginal rather than slip into liminality.
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